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§ 1. Introduction
Let Fq be a finite field of order q=pd and bFq be the 0-connected spectrum
of algebraic ^T-theory for Fq. Then the homotopy groups of bFr <? are
V)
0

if /c>0 9
if

Let / be an odd prime number (l^pp) and LM(/) the standard 2«+l dimensional lens space SP*+ll(ZII). We write L5(/) for its 2«-skeleton.
The cohomology groups b^q(Ll(l)) were studied by G. Nishida [6] in a
special case. The purpose of the paper is to determine the cohomology group
6? (Lo(/)). The main theorem is Theorem 5.2.
This paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we state the splitting of algebraic X-theory for a finite field. In
Sections 3 and 4, we study the topological X-group of a lens space and its generators. In the last section we state the main theorem and prove it.
§ 20

of bFq

Denote by A the ring of /-adic integers Zt. By XA we denote the 7-adic
completion of a spectrum X. Let K (resp. bu) be the periodic (resp. 1-connected) spectrum which represents topological £-theory.
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Definition 2.1. Let p^A be a primitive (/— l)-th root of unity. Then
for 1^'^/-1 we define 0,-: KA->KA by
^• = 7^sV"f^
/—I «=i
where \^* is the Adams operation.
Then splitting of topological j£-theory is as follows (see [1]):
Theorem 2.2.
(i)

i(ii);

We have

2jX=tf,
1=1
f &
<Z> f .<Z>,= {

if

f=j

' l o r /*/,

(iii) JU-)~

®<
i-=i

(iv)

©<

fofc(-)«

1 =1

Then (Z>^(~) (resp. ®ibuA(—)) is a generalized cohomology theory and
we write G{ (resp. gt) for its spectrum. Theorem 2.2 (iii) and (iv) imply
(iii)'

(iv)'

KA—lVGi
1=1

and

foi^'vft.
1 =1

Let ^-: gj-*buA and ^ f -: buA->gi be the canonical inclusion and projection
of the splitting (iv)'.
Let fo^ be the 0-connected spectrum which represents the algebraic Ktheory for a finite field Fq. By Fiedorowicz-Priddy [3], we know that (bFq)A is
the homotopy fibre of 1— ^?: buA-*buA where ^ is the Adams operation.
Definition 2.3.

i{
\-^q
Let (1 —^ ),-: gt— >g{ be the composition gi~^buA -

n

i

buA->gi and gFq>i the homotopy fibre of (1— 1^%
integer such that qr= 1 (mod /).

Let r be the least positive

Then we have the splitting of (bFq)A as follows (see [4]) :
Theorem 2.4.
(i)

(*Ff?Xi—

V

-

i = 0 Cmod

*Ffi,,
*

>
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if k>0 and k=i (mod /-I)
-

A

0

otherwise,

§ 3. Topological JRT-Group of Lens Spaces
Let rj be the canonical complex line bundle of !/*(/) and put X=TJ — I. By
[t] we denote the greatest integer which is less than or equal to t.
Then the topological j£~group of lens spaces is as follows :
Theorem 3.1. (Kambe [5]) Let M{ (1^/^S/— 1) be a cyclic group generated by xl of order flJ«>=/[<«+'-<-i>/('-i>3. Then
(i)

(ii) ^(LS(0)=0.
We define the filtration FkK°(LnQ(lJ) of K°(Ln0(l)) as follows:
Definition 3.2. Let Lo(/)-»Lg(/) (Q^k^n) be the canonical inclusion,
then we put
FkK\LnQ(l))=

Ker (f°(LS(/))->^°(Lg(/)))

if

0

if

0^

Since Atiyah-Hirzeburch spectral sequence of K*(Ll(l)) collapses, we have :
Corollary 3.30 The bu-cohomology group of lens space is
(i) ^>(LS(/))-F^(LS(/))5
(ii) £>+1(L5(0)=0.
l-^
By the cohomology exact sequence of thefibration(bFq)A-*buA >buA
we
and 5?ff(L5(0)=(^Ff)*(^o(0)»
have the following exact sequence:
0 - «*(LS(0) ^ K*(«(/)) -

(Lg(/)) - PFk:\Ll(l)) - 0 .

The Bott periodicity and (3.3) imply the diagram
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commutes. Then we have
Proposition 3.4. The bFq~cohomology group of lens space is
(i)

#*f(L!(/))«Ker((l-^f)*: f**US(0)-»**#W(

(ii)

52/;1(«(0) = Coker^l-^^')*: FkK°(Ln,(l))-*F*K\Ll(l))} •

Recall that K°(LnQ(fy = Z[x]/((l+x)l—l, xn+1) and tyq)*x-To the generators x, x2, • • - , and x1"1 of K\Ll(l)), the action of fl
is

-•

§ 4. On Generators of K°(LnQ(lJ)

( 1 -- I - &*\*} , we define new generators o
Definition 4.1. We define the element £8- (1 ^ f ^ / - l ) of K\Ll(l)) by
^=<Z>,-(jc) and put #,-Im (0,: K\Ll(l))^K\Ll(l))\
Then we have
Theorem 4.2. Let a\n^ be the integer defined in Theorem 3.1, then

(i) ^2(«(0)«^®^i©^2®-®^i-i,
(ii) Nr- fj 0 eyc/zc grow/? generated by f f- of order a^.
Proof of (i) is clear by Theorem 2.2. To prove (ii) we need following
two lemmas.
By yi (i eZ//) we denote the element of K\Ll(J)} such that yi =(l+jc) f '— 1.
This notation is well defined since (1+^)' = 1.
When fc is an element of Z or yi we write k for the mod / reduction of k.
Then (\^*)*x=^. Thus we can regard that the Adams operation (^*)*:
K\Ll(l))-^K\Ll(t)) is defined for fceZ//.
Let ^ be an element of A such that fc^O (mod /). Then there exists one
and only one element m of A such that ml~l = l and k=m (mod /). We write
k for the element m. Then we have
Lemma 4.3. 0,0*) =£''£,. By definition
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Since {pk, p2k, — , p' *£} = {P, Pz? — , P1"1}, we have
-'-

Since -frk commutes with <Z>f- we have the following corollary:
Corollary 4A ^(f,-)^*, /or l^i^/-l.
Lemma 4.5. Le£ ^>iW ^ fAe mod / reduction ofd>i(x) and put 0{(x) =
(i) Cjk =o
(ii) c,=t=0.
". Since {p1, p25 • • • , pl l} = {1, 23 •••, /—1} we have
i 7^i
" ~
i
/-i

Inductively we define /*(*) (O^fc^O by/0(jc)=(Z>f<x) and/A(jc)=0+x)-^ fh-i(x).
dx
Then, for l^k^i
I— I

m=l

Therefore

0

if

I

lf
H

Jf -—- &
/ a
A'

of Theorem 4.2 (ii). It is clear that K\Lo(IJ) is generated by
Ji s j2 5 "% and j|_j. Then Ni=0i(K°(Lo(r)J) is generated by 0jCx) = 0,-(ji)s
^1(^2)5 •"» and ^.-(j/-!)- By Lemma 4.3, 7V8- is a cyclic group generated by
^i=0i(x). By Lemma 4,5, the mod / reduction of £f- is

Theorem 3.1 implies that the order a|w) of jc* (l^fe^/—1) has the following
two properties:
(i)
fli^^fl?^-^^!
and
(ii) a(f/a^=l or 1 if j<fc.
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Therefore the order of <?£ is that of jc1'. This completes the proof of Theorem
4.2 (ii).
§ 5. &!?<,-Cohomology of Lens Spaces
Let vt: A-*Z\J {°o} be the /-adic valuation, that is »i(X) is the largest
integer v such that /v divides <? where X is an element of A.
Lemma 5.1. Let £f. Z?e //ze element of K\Ll(l)) defined in (4.1),

(ii)

I — —, is a unit of A ifi^pk (mod r),
9*

(iii) v , l - = v t f -!)+»&)

i/ i = fc(modr).

. By Corollary 4.4, (i) is clear, (ii) holds since qk^qi = qi (mod/).
To prove (iii), assume i = k (mod r).

Since q'=qk and J>/ f 1 — —1^1, we have

On the other hand
where
qr"1+qr~2q-\

\-qr~l = qr~l+qr~l-\

\-qr~l = rqr~l^Q (mod /)

Therefore

q
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Theorem 5.2. The bFq-cohomology of lens space is
i=kCmod O

ms (for i = k (mod r)) is the integer defined as follows:

0

if

k^
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Proof. Since {a^f.Ji^/-! is a basis of F*K°(L5(/)), it is easy from
Proposition 3.4, Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 5.1.
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